ABOUT
Scuf Gaming®, global leader and innovator in esports and
winner of eSports Industry Awards “Best Hardware Award” for
2016, provides tactical gear for elite gamers where over 90% of
the top professional gamers in the world use SCUF.
Selling high-performance customized gaming controllers and
accessories for PC and console, SCUF offers a number of
functional and design features custom built to increase hand
use and improve gameplay. Built to specification, SCUF
controllers cater for competitive and casual gamers who
recognize that one size does not fit all.
The SCUF controller has features, which are covered by 29
granted patents, and another 68 pending; protecting 3 key
areas of a controller: back control functions and handles, trigger
control mechanisms and thumbstick control area.
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Scuf Gaming is the official controller partner of major gaming
leagues, including CWL, MLG, ESL, UMG, Gfinity and EGL. With
operations and production in North America and Europe, Scuf
Gaming also provides a variety of accessories and apparel
specifically designed for elite gamers.

SCUFGAMING.COM

AFFILIATES

200+ YouTube & Pro Affiliates
reaching a global network of
180+ million subscribers

PROS

Over 90% of Pros use SCUF

THE GAME HAS CHANGED TO INFINITY
SCUF Inﬁnity4PS PRO Paddle Control System

Essential back paddles mimic any face button to increase hand use
to you can keep your thumbs on thumbsticks while using the back paddles
to perform advanced moves
Play with 0, 1 or 2 removable paddles
The Infinity4PS PRO paddles are easy to reach, include grip texture
and are curved at the end to provide a secure hold for fingertips

SCUF EMR (Electro Magnetic Remapping) Technology
Use SCUF EMR Mag Key for ‘on the fly’ remapping
of the back paddles to any face button
Simultaneously press the face button and paddle
you want to assign - job done

Interchangeable Thumbstick Control Area
Change thumbsticks in seconds with the Infinity Ring and Lock system
SCUF thumbsticks for Infinity4PS PRO use proprietary materials
and come in regular and tall sizes, domed and concave styles.
Choose from five color options (black, white, red, blue & green)

Inﬁnity Ring and Lock System
Fully removable and customizable, the SCUF Infinity Lock ensures a
secure thumbstick
Use of self-lubricating material on the ring, ensures your thumbstick
glides seamlessly
Infinity Rings add design as they come in ten color options (black,
grey, white, green, light blue, dark blue, red, yellow, orange & pink)

SCUF's Trigger System Includes
Three Core Features:
Quick Shift Trigger Stops

Quick Shift Trigger Stops enable the user to activate various
activation points on the trigger stop
Reduction of unnecessary trigger movement past activation point
SCUF Key (0.9 mm) is utilized for easy adjustments

Adjustable Hair Trigger Mechanism

Enables the user to mechanically tune the tension and position of the
trigger to locate the trigger’s ‘sweet spot’ for different types of games
Reduces unnecessary trigger latency before activation point
SCUF Key (0.9 mm) is utilized for easy adjustments

Wired Connectivity through USB or
Wireless Connectivity through Bluetooth

SCUF’s Trigger Extenders

Fully removable and easily clip on the Infinity4PS PRO triggers - standard
and long lengths
Improve trigger accuracy and hand comfort

Extend the natural parameters of the controller to suit larger
hand sizes (long)
Choose from six color options (black, white, red, blue, green & yellow)

Play wireless using bluetooth
Or play wired through USB connectivity using a micro USB cable

Military Grade SCUF Grip
Textured, non-slip surface is ideal for extended hours of gameplay
Choose from four color options (black, blue, green & red)
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